Abstract
Introduction
Let C be a nonempty binary code of length n and C, the extended code of length n+ 1 obtained by adding a parity check bit. Let B be the outer distribution matrix of C, Y + 1 its rank, b + 1 the number of distinct rows of B and t the covering radius of C. Let B,, re, b,, t , be the corresponding parameters of C,. (For unexplained  concepts  and notation, see [3, Section 11.11.) Clearly, one has t drd b, and C is called completely regular when b = r = t.
In [2] it is shown that if C, is completely regular, then so is C (with outer distribution B determined by B,). Bassalygo and Zinov'ev [l] gave an example of a completely regular (even uniformly packed) code C such that C, is not completely regular. Here we consider this situation in somewhat greater detail.
Put V= F;, so that Cc V and V, = F;+ ', so that C, c V,. For XE V, let x,, x, be the vectors in V, obtained from x by adding a parity (antiparity) bit. It is not true that r,=r+ 1 implies complete regularity of C,, not even for linear codes. In fact, many codes have t = r, t, = r,. For example, let 0" and 1" denote the all-zero and all-one code words of length m; let R, = {Om, 1") be the repetition code of length m. For codes A and B, let A JB denote their concatenation (all possible words of A followed by all possible words of B). If we let C:= R, 1 R3, then t =r= 3, b = 5, t, = re = 4, 6, = 5, while C, = R4 1 R4 has an automorphism group that is transitive on the coordinate positions.
